LAURENCE UNIVERSITY

STUDENT PROFILE

INCOMING CLASS

3,467
Applicants

400
New Lawrentians

36
States

21
Countries

348
High schools represented

44%
Men

54%
Women

2%
Non-identifying

99%
Number of first-year students receiving need-based and/or merit-based financial assistance

14%
International

24%
Domestic Students of Color

62%
White/Non-reporting

ACADEMIC PROFILE

25-32 ACT Composite*

620-730 SAT Reading*

600-730 SAT Math*

3.63 Average unweighted GPA

38% Top 10% in class

68% Top 25% in class

TOP ACADEMIC INTERESTS

Biology

Computer Science

Economics

English

Music Performance

Physics

Pre-medicine

Psychology

Multi-interested

DISTRIBUTION BY DEGREE

11% Double degree (B.A./B.Mus.)

10% Bachelor of Music

79% Bachelor of Arts

* Scores shown represent the middle 50%, and include the entire enrolled population.
WHERE DO OUR NEW LAWRENTIANS CALL HOME?

LAWRENTIANS OUTSIDE THE U.S. HAIL FROM:

Bangladesh  China  Japan  Philippines  South Korea  Vietnam
Bolivia    Ghana    Jordan   Qatar      Switzerland  Vietnam
Canada     India     Mexico   Russia     Turkey      United Kingdom
Chile      Jamaica   Nepal    Rwanda     *If you are from or happen to know someone from one of these states who would make an excellent Lawrentian, visit go.lawrence.edu/refermap

*If you are from or happen to know someone from one of these states who would make an excellent Lawrentian, visit go.lawrence.edu/refermap